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Don't fry anything, this is provided purely as informational, I don't warrenty you screwing it up.
Anybody want to channel Dr. Frankenstein with me? Looks like a real good grounding point. I'll
post a pic tommorrow with what I come up with. Thx, TBerk. These won't be connected at all.
Looks like DIS gets 'obsoleted'. Looks like no DIS, besides the 86 lived without one. Obsessing
partly because this is a California car, going to have to pass smog ref review. I'm reworking the
color schematic to reflect my current loom, check back this afternoon. Thx so far, TBerk. KS
module pin 2 was hooked to the O2 computer in the former car, I left it free. Looks like the DIS is
out of the picture. I want to avoid the split loom corrugated stuff as much as possible, and
provide for high heat, oil, etc exposure as well. I sound ungrateful. To clarify, the electronic
ignition module is in the rain tray on driver's side, correct? Where is the throttle valve switch?
And what exactly do you mean by "tie in" with the power? Thanks man I don't have too much
experience with wiring but I'm not afraid either. Do you or anyone else know if it's pretty much
the same deal here? I mean I'd love to be skinny like that but not with all those flies and death
and stuff. No prob, Bob. That's what we're here for. Yep, My Scirocco has the Ign module on the
transaxle side of the car, up in the rain tray. I found lots of room on the other side of the car, up
in the rain tray. ANd of course the existing O2 sensor box is retained in it's stock location:
Under the dash on the passengers side, inside the car. There is a nice stock tray there to
accomodate it. I got mine from the donor car. Helps to prevent running lean when you have the
pedal mashed down. Bonus and easy because the A2 throttle is larger inside diameter so I
modified my Intake manifold to fit. In my case it's on top of the throtle itself. There's a Throttle
closed switch too but I am not using it right now. I have found Haynes useful but not as good,
better to have both. Also, some cars came with the next year's wire colors, like Scirocco shows
up in the book with the next year's Cabby wire colors. Be adaptable. The Throttle closed switch
tells the KS control not to look at manifold vacuum while idling. Gives it a nice stable ignition
setting for a consistent idle speed. Not having this switch hooked up means you will have to set
the ignition advance with the vacuum line disconnected so you have the correct advance at
WOT , then connect the vacuum line, then reset idle speed down since the ignition will advance
quite a bit with the line connected. I'd recommend using the switch. I have the same problem.
Thx for the info, I was only thinking it wasn't used because I wasn't using the A2 O2 computer.
That's what I get for thinking. I'll update the pic again to put the Throttle Closed Switch back in.
She runs! Tommorrow I reconnect the downpipe and axles was waiting inc case the motor had
to come out again. I spent two hours tonight looking at wiring diagrams Bentley, yours,
volkswagen. Hope to start on my wiring harness Wednesday, and be done this week. Not as
scary as expected after actually looking at more than just the box of wires and a little black box.
The easy answer is because David Volkswagen. Looking for what's actually happening. Is that
part of the "load reduction" and turns the KS box off during starting? The GTI's 10 went to the
fuel pump relay. Hmmm, perhaps I will leave it off and see what happens. The pin 11 is used to
ground somewhere in the fuel circuit, and induces a lower rev limiter fuel related, i THINK , and
has a less agressive ignition map. When you clip the pin, it raises the rev limiter RPM or so, and
puts more timing in faster. It has to do with somebody at Audi wanting a less agressive map for
the s. That is all that I can remeber for now. Yeah, we resolved the pin 11 thing, turns out the VW
GTI loom from 86 on doesnt even provide a pin on Qustion of the day is why does David's
Volkswagen. Org schematic have pin TEN going to power terminal 50? Gotta love having a
couple different Bentley's lying around. After 6 months of procrastinating, I'm hoping to toss the
KS ignition into my Jetta this weekend. I blame this thread. Idles is still a might high but I'm
replacing edited vacuum hoses with proper caps instead f the plugs I had and will tune it further
over the next few days. I have some pix upcoming as I remove the tape I used as identification
tags and wrap the wires with 2" rubber pipe wrap from Home Depot. I also have some extra
large shrink tube I hope to use as a substitute for the vinyl tubing used to route the OEM loom
in the 1st place. Not trying to make use of the super fat tube as is normally meant for s. I also
have some braided sleeve stuff for anti abrasive reasons were one thing must rub on another.
Thx for playing along at home people. Actual wires may differ than what the wiring diagram
says. Leave 2" of wire when cutting something you don't need - you might decide otherwise
later. Here's where the mess began. Anywho, got my ignition installed. Had to shorten the
throttle body wiring somewhat. Everything else went in pretty much unaltered. Thanks the folks
at RadioShack for some fancy double spade connectors. For the ignition control unit, popped
the wire out for the 6, and popped a new plug in for the knock setup. Left the old ignition wiring
otherwise untouched in the car, I'll remove that later. I need the car to run on monday, so if all
else failed, I'd pop the old setup in late on sunday, or rather, early monday morning if need be.
Double spade connectors for 50 off the starter and for 15 off the coil, had to pop open the knock
box connector to cut the wire for pin Mounted the knock box in the passenger side of the
raintray. Started right up. Set the timing, runs good. But seemingly no appreciable difference

than before. A little dissapointing, actually. I'm thinking tomorrow I'll follow the Bentley to check
the knock box error codes. Lessons: 1. It is nearly impossible to make holes in the rain tray, and
beyond impossible to make a hole big enough for the wiring to pass thru. Anyone see a problem
with this? And what should I be running for advance at idle? David at volkswagen. More is a
good thing, right? Thanks to all, -MrDave. Thanks the folks at Radio Shack for some fancy
double spade connectors. I need the car to run on Monday, so if all else failed, I'd pop the old
setup in late on sunday, or rather, early monday morning if need be. A little disappointing,
actually. If you get codes, post them I don't have the later year Bentley, and only half my original
one the second half. Other than that the others fit through the O-ring and the sheet metal it fits
into. This means I didn't use the big ol' honkin rubber plug thingie that was on the donor loom.
Thanks to all, -MrDave More is better. My timing light has a knob on the back, but here I thought
it was an adjustment for degree- it's turned out to be a sensitivity adjustment. Turning it
counterclockwise will advance the timing. Mine is set to 6 degrees right now. When the ignition
is turned on, the LED should light, indicating that the control unit is responding. If it doesn't,
check connections and check continuety of the wire from the test connector to pin 4 of the
knock sensor control unit connector. If there is continuety, the KS control unit may be faulty.
Start the engine and briefly raise the engine speed to at least rpm. If the LED test light goes out,
there is no fault information stored, and the system is operating correctly. If it does not go out,
or if it goes out and comes back on, there is a fault in the system. Leave the engine idling and
the LED test light connected, and connect a jumper wire from the test connector to ground.
Hold the connection for at least 3 seconds. The test light should flash in coded intervals: If the
light does not flash, the control unit is faulty and should be replaced. Two flashes per interval
indicates a fault in either the circuit wiring, the KS, or the KS control unit. Three flashes per
interval indicates a problem with the vacuum connection to the KS control unit. Check the
vacuum hose for breaks and replace if necessary. If there are no breaks, the control unit is
faulty and should be replaced. And contrary to my previous post, I've noticed a bit more
low-end grunt, and my MFA is showing a significant improvement in mileage, though that may
be due to my vacuum routing for the sensor. On a similar vane, going thru the newsgroups
archives from google, folks used to talk about putting a switch on the pin 11 wire to be able to
alternate between the maps for running high and low octane fuels. Anyone have success in
this? TBerk Member posts. Here is my latest schematic, it corrects some typos I made last time:
btw- Your wiring's colors wil no doubt be way different based on country of assembly, year,
model, etc. In my application I'm not using pins 1,2,4,11, works great. Also, I checked my
Bentley and on the 16v Sciroccos pin 1,4,11 are not connected. VWPat is right, I did a fair bit of
research before I installed a K-S system on my car, all VW's from 86 on came from the factory
with pin 11 not connected. Bumped for review. You've all done your homework and great job to
that. Just wanted to thank all for the info. Thx, btw- It still needs some revision. I'll prob post a
page to show the nuts and bolts part of the install. What a great feeling! I think it's because of
the load reduction relay; Maybe it provides power during cranking when most everything is off.
Conversly it signals extra rich for start up or something. I'm not sure. Ok, now I apologize for
the lack of clarity, since my memory is not what it used to be. I did this at least years ago. Pics
I'm still playing with my harness. Should finish it Saturday and maybe install it this weekend. So
far I've learned: 1. Love the pic of the harness. Been there, done that Forum Jump 1. View Staff
Posts Post Reply. However, instead of the traditional, clunky self-cast, it utilizes two separate
Spellslinger setups to launch out Frostbolt and Creeping Frost. When Vortex is self-cast while
there are frostbolts on the screen, it will consume the Frostbolt to dump a Vortex there. Turns
out, you can cover your map in about attacks. There are two variations: CI and LL. Both can
complete all endgame content, but there are varying levels of investment required. Attack on
RMB. League Starter POB for 3. Vortex is not linked with Spellslinger. A Frozen Trail jewel is
utilized to send out additional projectiles for the Vortex to cast on. Everything is up to date. Do
not use it. Will need to playtest Wintertide to see if it's worth it. This is a buff. All versions now
use Rime Gaze. Working on CI variation, but similar change there. Gear and Gem links. Bandits,
Ascendancy, Skill Tree, and Pantheon. LL Version Moderate. ES items scale incredibly
disproportionately through the acts, so you won't find any decent ES gear until maps. Once you
transition to CI, respec these points. You can opt for Arc later, but I prefer Stormblast Mine.
Frost Bomb could also be used in conjunction. Don't use it now put it in alternate weapons or
open gem slots to level as you progress. The amount of regen this provides early on is amazing.
This is very important to do, or else your Creeping Frost will be way under-leveled by the time
you can use it. Keep this Arcane Surge at level 4 or lower. This will be used in the Vortex later
on. Drop Vitality until you have enough mana reservation to use it keep it in an alternate weapon
or open gem slot to level still. You'll only have enough mana to use two 4L Spellslinger setups,
do not try to link more than this. Spellslinger will trigger both spell setups with one attack.

These two setups will be used until you have Vortex. Now the magic begins. Put Vortex on your
left mouse button, so that it triggers automatically when you move. You can also put it on
another button to manually trigger it. Put your Frozen trail gem in the jewel socket by Glancing
Blows. One you have this jewel, remove the Lesser Multiple Projectiles from the Frostbolt setup.
Buy Inspiration and Swift Affliction. Add in Inspiration and Swift Affliction if you have a Tabula
doubtful you'll be able to afford the mana cost though. This is to reduce the mana reservation
cost. Swap it back in. If you haven't by now, put in Vitality. I'm serious If you're real zesty, grab
Chaos Inoculation not recommended, at all. Socket it in the available jewel socket near
Elemental Equilibrium or the left side of the tree. Posted by Clydehart on Mar 20, , AM. Quote
this Post. HI,I have been play this build ,and i like it ,ty I have a question here , why do you link
cold snap with Efficacy not Hypothermia? Posted by lengzhou on Mar 20, , AM. I actually
attempted a low-life crit cold build first. I wanted to hear your thoughts on two things I'm
struggling with. I've really struggled and I feel like a stiff breeze will take me down. Why do you
only have that one on blood magic? Posted by Dekunuts on Mar 21, , PM. Posted by Clydehart
on Mar 22, , PM. Forum Index Code of Conduct Search. Shop Buy Packs Microtransactions
Specials. Follow Us. At league start, just use a rare or regular Rime. This is the priority of gems,
inspiration is necessary to minimize Vortex's mana cost which is pretty hefty. Just hold your
Vortex key while you run through maps and attack, this will litter the ground with Vortices. It is
required to have them in this order, with the wand "Trigger a socketed spell when you use a
skill. This makes you extremely tanky, and allows you to facetank things you shouldn't. It also
ensures you have constant ES recharge going on from pack to pack if you're not hit. Ensure it
has "Trigger a socketed spell when you use a skill" or an open suffix to craft it on. A good
alternative is Aegis Aurora. Do not link Discipline to the Spellslinger setup. Anoint "Command
of Steel" or "Tranquility" if you have the cash. Shavronne's required. Prism Guardian Required.
Rainbowstrides are a great option if you don't want to shell out a ton on good rare boots. Anoint
"Tranquility" if you've got the cash, but "Command of Steel" is a great alternative. The LL
variation requires one medium jewel to have Self-Control on it- this is to reduce the Discipline
reservation cost. Glad you like the build! If you don't have a helmet with this mod, it's definitely
better to use hypothermia than efficacy for the benefit of Bonechill! As Hydras said, BM has a
ridiculously high multiplier- so only one aura. In terms of survivability- it's been okay, but I still
struggle with T16s and Delirium mostly because of on-death effects. I'm like a bug attracted to a
bright light when it comes to on-death mechanics I recently tuned the build a little, to allow for
the use of discipline- which has now put the CI variation up to about 8. In specific to your build
looks like you have a trickster variant , you'll need to heavily invest in hybrid gear or bump up
your evasion much more to make the perfect form worth it. Forums New posts Search forums.
What's new New posts New profile posts Latest activity. Members Registered members Current
visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. What's new Search Search.
Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the
app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser
before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other
websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Threads Yesterday at AM
georgeadel Threads 3. Mk5 R32 rim colour code? Jan 18, GTI's. MkV vs Threads 4. Feb 6, skell.
Threads 1. Dec 25, snobrdrdan. Jan 5, Feffman. VW Events and Meets Come here to arrange and
discuss meets! Threads Messages 6K. Sep 6, JerseyDrew Possible fix for low fuel pressure
faults Yesterday at AM octavio. Threads 7. Steering Rack replacement How to Thread? Dec 17,
P1k Threads 5. MKV headlight housings. How to get rid of dings. Nov 12, rocketdoctor. Items
non-car related. Yesterday at AM merkeyterkey. Please support the vendors that support this
site! Threads 2. Mar 16, UroTuning. Threads Messages 5. Headliner repair. Apr 1, njcatalano.
Regional Forums California Golden State. Dec 22, thando Threads Messages Aug 7, Cjpolokid.
Threads Messages 3. Air cooled vintage VW engine for sale. Thursday at AM Brian VW
sponsored event AUG 25th at the gorge. Aug 3, francismb Body Shop Rec's. Thursday at PM
Eric KC area. Jul 9, slag. Aug 15, FAQ Oct 30, Feffman. Canada Threads 3. Friday at AM modify
UK Threads 1. Idle vibrations. Oct 5, alkrum Australia Threads 8. Threads 8. Jan 28, getallnow
Europe Continental Threads Messages 2. Threads Messages 2. Vibrations on Idle. Asia Threads
87 Messages 3. Threads 87 Messages 3. Is FMIC worth it? Feb 14, JamesteN. Africa Threads 15
Messages Threads 15 Messages Feb 3, PeterMark. Middle East Threads 14 Messages Threads
14 Messages Apr 30, S T. Anything goes! General Car News and Discussions Discuss other
makes and models. Yesterday at PM golfdave. Threads Messages 4. Feb 7, snobrdrdan.
Downloads for Registered Members For registered members only. Threads 4 Messages Jul 4,
JJ-R Latest posts. How to retro-fit the 98RON fuel sticker. Latest: golfdave 7 minutes ago.
Engine and Exhaust. If you have aftermarket wheels Latest: vbrad26 27 minutes ago. Latest
profile posts. Hi, I have seen your R on this forum a few times and I am especially interested in

your recommendation for coilovers. I have a R and live in Gilroy. I saw you had damptronics and
switched to KW clubsports. I am currently on factory suspension with DCC. Anyways, can you
recommend a coilover setup, local shop, and anything else I might need? Hey man sorry if I
didn't PM you about the headlight switch. I still have mine - let me know if you're looking! Is
your GTI still available? I am in Vancouver, right across the river. Thank you Eugene Lonely
without my check engine light. Forum statistics Threads , Messages 7,, Members , Latest
member madman Don't fry anything, this is provided purely as informational, I don't warrenty
you screwing it up. Anybody want to channel Dr. Frankenstein with me? Looks like a real good
grounding point. I'll post a pic tommorrow with what I come up with. Thx, TBerk. These won't be
connected at all. Looks like DIS gets 'obsoleted'. Looks like no DIS, besides the 86 lived without
one. Obsessing partly because this is a California car, going to have to pass smog ref review.
I'm reworking the color schematic to reflect my current loom, check back this afternoon. Thx so
far, TBerk. KS module pin 2 was hooked to the O2 computer in the former car, I left it free. Looks
like the DIS is out of the picture. I want to avoid the split loom corrugated stuff as much as
possible, and provide for high heat, oil, etc exposure as well. I sound ungrateful. To clarify, the
electronic ignition module is in the rain tray on driver's side, correct? Where is the throttle valve
switch? And what exactly do you mean by "tie in" with the power? Thanks man I don't have too
much experience with wiring but I'm not afraid either. Do you or anyone else know if it's pretty
much the same deal here? I mean I'd love to be skinny like that but not with all those flies and
death and stuff. No prob, Bob. That's what we're here for. Yep, My Scirocco has the Ign module
on the transaxle side of the car, up in the rain tray. I found lots of room on the other side of the
car, up in the rain tray. ANd of course the existing O2 sensor box is retained in it's stock
location: Under the dash on the passengers side, inside the car. There is a nice stock tray there
to accomodate it. I got mine from the donor car. Helps to prevent running lean when you have
the pedal mashed down. Bonus and easy because the A2 throttle is larger inside diameter so I
modified my Intake manifold to fit. In my case it's on top of the throtle itself. There's a Throttle
closed switch too but I am not using it right now. I have found Haynes useful but not as good,
better to have both. Also, some cars came with the next year's wire colors, like Scirocco shows
up in the book with the next year's Cabby wire colors. Be adaptable. The Throttle closed switch
tells the KS control not to look at manifold vacuum while idling. Gives it a nice stable ignition
setting for a consistent idle speed. Not having this switch hooked up means you will have to set
the ignition advance with the vacuum line disconnected so you have the correct advance at
WOT , then connect the vacuum line, then reset idle speed down since the ignition will advance
quite a bit with the line connected. I'd recommend using the switch. I have the same problem.
Thx for the info, I was only thinking it wasn't used because I wasn't using the A2 O2 computer.
That's what I get for thinking. I'll update the pic again to put the Throttle Closed Switch back in.
She runs! Tommorrow I reconnect the downpipe and axles was waiting inc case the motor had
to come out again. I spent two hours tonight looking at wiring diagrams Bentley, yours,
volkswagen. Hope to start on my wiring harness Wednesday, and be done this week. Not as
scary as expected after actually looking at more than just the box of wires and a little black box.
The easy answer is because David Volkswagen. Looking for what's actually happening. Is that
part of the "load reduction" and turns the KS box off during starting? The GTI's 10 went to the
fuel pump relay. Hmmm, perhaps I will leave it off and see what happens. The pin 11 is used to
ground somewhere in the fuel circuit, and induces a lower rev limiter fuel related, i THINK , and
has a less agressive ignition map. When you clip the pin, it raises the rev limiter RPM or so, and
puts more timing in faster. It has to do with somebody at Audi wanting a less agressive map for
the s. That is all that I can remeber for now. Yeah, we resolved the pin 11 thing, turns out the VW
GTI loom from 86 on doesnt even provide a pin on Qustion of the day is why does David's
Volkswagen. Org schematic have pin TEN going to power terminal 50? Gotta love having a
couple different Bentley's lying around. After 6 months of procrastinating, I'm hoping to toss the
KS ignition into my Jetta this weekend. I blame this thread. Idles is still a might high but I'm
replacing edited vacuum hoses with proper caps instead f the plugs I had and will tune it further
over the next few days. I have some pix upcoming as I remove the tape I used as identification
tags and wrap the wires with 2" rubber pipe wrap from Home Depot. I also have some extra
large shrink tube I hope to use as a substitute for the vinyl tubing used to route the OEM loom
in the 1st place. Not trying to make use of the super fat tube as is normally meant for s. I also
have some braided sleeve stuff for anti abrasive reasons were one thing must rub on another.
Thx for playing along at home people. Actual wires may differ than what the wiring diagram
says. Leave 2" of wire when cutting something you don't need - you might decide otherwise
later. Here's where the mess began. Anywho, got my ignition installed. Had to shorten the
throttle body wiring somewhat. Everything else went in pretty much unaltered. Thanks the folks
at RadioShack for some fancy double spade connectors. For the ignition control unit, popped

the wire out for the 6, and popped a new plug in for the knock setup. Left the old ignition wiring
otherwise untouched in the car, I'll remove that later. I need the car to run on monday, so if all
else failed, I'd pop the old setup in late on sunday, or rather, early monday morning if need be.
Double spade connectors for 50 off the starter and for 15 off the coil, had to pop open the knock
box connector to cut the wire for pin Mounted the knock box in the passenger side of the
raintray. Started right up. Set the timing, runs good. But seemingly no appreciable difference
than before. A little dissapointing, actually. I'm thinking tomorrow I'll follow the Bentley to check
the knock box error codes. Lessons: 1. It is nearly impossible to make holes in the rain tray, and
beyond impossible to make a hole big enough for the wiring to pass thru. Anyone see a problem
with this? And what should I be running for advance at idle? David at volkswagen. More is a
good thing, right? Thanks to all, -MrDave. Thanks the folks at Radio Shack for some fancy
double spade connectors. I need the car to run on Monday, so if all else failed, I'd pop the old
setup in late on sunday, or rather, early monday morning if need be. A little disappointing,
actually. If you get codes, post them I don't have the later year Bentley, and only half my original
one the second half. Other than that the others fit through the O-ring and the sheet metal it fits
into. This means I didn't use the big ol' honkin rubber plug thingie that was on the donor loom.
Thanks to all, -MrDave More is better. My timing light has a knob on the back, but here I thought
it was an adjustment for degree- it's turned out to be a sensitivity adjustment. Turning it
counterclockwise will advance the timing. Mine is set to 6 degrees right now. When the ignition
is turned on, the LED should light, indicating that the control unit is responding. If it doesn't,
check connections and check continuety of the wire from the test connector to pin 4 of the
knock sensor control unit connector. If there is continuety, the KS control unit may be faulty.
Start the engine and briefly raise the engine speed to at least rpm. If the LED test light goes out,
there is no fault information stored, and the system is operating correctly. If it does not go out,
or if it goes out and comes back on, there is a fault in the system. Leave the engine idling and
the LED test light connected, and connect a jumper wire from the test connector to ground.
Hold the connection for at least 3 seconds. The test light should flash in coded intervals: If the
light does not flash, the control unit is faulty and should be replaced. Two flashes per interval
indicates a fault in either the circuit wiring, the KS, or the KS control unit. Three flashes per
interval indicates a problem with the vacuum connection to the KS control unit. Check the
vacuum hose for breaks and replace if necessary. If there are no breaks, the control unit is
faulty and should be replaced. And contrary to my previous post, I've noticed a bit more
low-end grunt, and my MFA is showing a significant improvement in mileage, though that may
be due to my vacuum routing for the sensor. On a similar vane, going thru the newsgroups
archives from google, folks used to talk about putting a switch on the pin 11 wire to be able to
alternate between the maps for running high and low octane fuels. Anyone have success in
this? TBerk Member posts. Here is my latest schematic, it corrects some typos I made last time:
btw- Your wiring's colors wil no doubt be way different based on country of assembly, year,
model, etc. In my application I'm not using pins 1,2,4
2015 ford f 250 manual
1997 honda civic headlight
06 ford f150 aux input
,11, works great. Also, I checked my Bentley and on the 16v Sciroccos pin 1,4,11 are not
connected. VWPat is right, I did a fair bit of research before I installed a K-S system on my car,
all VW's from 86 on came from the factory with pin 11 not connected. Bumped for review.
You've all done your homework and great job to that. Just wanted to thank all for the info. Thx,
btw- It still needs some revision. I'll prob post a page to show the nuts and bolts part of the
install. What a great feeling! I think it's because of the load reduction relay; Maybe it provides
power during cranking when most everything is off. Conversly it signals extra rich for start up
or something. I'm not sure. Ok, now I apologize for the lack of clarity, since my memory is not
what it used to be. I did this at least years ago. Pics I'm still playing with my harness. Should
finish it Saturday and maybe install it this weekend. So far I've learned: 1. Love the pic of the
harness. Been there, done that Forum Jump 1.

